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About This Series
Integrating the SDGs into Corporate Reporting: A Practical Guide —
developed by the United Nations Global Compact, GRI and partners —
outlines how businesses can measure and disclose their contribution
to and impact on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) through
a three-step approach and in alignment with recognized principles and
reporting standards. The examples featured in this series help businesses
and interested stakeholders identify select current corporate SDG
reporting practices. The examples focus on one or a few elements of the
broader corporate reporting process and steps outlined in the Practical
Guide, which should be consulted for best practices on SDG reporting. The
inclusion of company names in this series of examples is intended strictly for
information and learning purposes and does not constitute an endorsement
of the individual companies by the UN Global Compact or GRI.
This paper showcases how City Developments Limited and PTT Global
Chemical disclose their processes to define SDG-related report content
for their reports.
See steps 1.3 in the Practical Guide for further information on this part of the
reporting process: “Integrating the SDGs into the Company’s Report Content.”
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EXAMPLE 1
COMPANY: City Developments Limited

YEAR OF REPORT: 2019

COUNTRY: Singapore

LINK TO REPORT

SECTOR: Real estate

City Developments Limited
Discloses How it Determined
Relevant Report Content
Figure 1 displays the opening part of the
section where City Developments Limited
discloses its internal processes for defining the
report content, stating, for instance, that the
company’s Sustainability Committee reviews
the content of the report and determines its
relevance to the business. This section also
includes the certifications relevant to the
company’s business activities, such as different
ISO (International Standards of Certifications)
management systems.

Under “Reporting Boundaries and Standards,”
City Developments Limited outlines its Reporting
Principles for defining report content. Within the
report, these principles include “Stakeholder
Inclusiveness”, “Sustainability Context”,
“Materiality and Completeness”. This also
involves the company undertaking the GRI SDG
Mapping Service to ensure that the prioritized
SDGs are “correctly mapped against the relevant
GRI disclosures.” The company provides a page
reference where readers can find the GRI content
index which displays an overview of the results of
the SDG Mapping Service.
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FIGURE 1: SECTION FROM THE CITY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED’S REPORT DISCLOSING ITS REPORT CONTENT 1

1City Developments Limited, Integrated Sustainability Report 2019 (2019), p. 31.
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EXAMPLE 2
COMPANY: PTT Global Chemical
Public Company Limited (PLC)

YEAR OF REPORT: 2018
LINK TO REPORT

COUNTRY: Thailand
SECTOR: Chemicals

PTT Global Chemical Discloses Its
Process for Defining Report Content
PTT Global Chemical’s report uses a step-bystep infographic to display the four-part process
for defining report content. Figure 2 illustrates
step 1 of this process, disclosing the company’s
method for “Identification of material issues
and definition of the reporting scope.” This
section focuses on differentiating between
internal and external factors that define the
contents of the company’s report. The column
for internal factors focuses on the processes
within the company used to determine report
content including the “Strategic direction of the
company,” “Sustainability framework,” and “Data
collection” methods.

In conjunction, the company reports on the
external factors that shape the content of
its report, broadly categorized in two areas:
stakeholder expectations and relevant reporting
frameworks, indexes and organizations. The
company discloses that it uses the SDGs as
one of the external framework for defining
the content of its report. The culmination of
the process is a materiality matrix (page 42 of
the report) in which PLC reports on its priority
material topics and links them to their prioritized
SDGs, shown on pages (pages 43–45).
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FIGURE 2: INFOGRAPHIC FROM PTT GLOBAL CHEMICAL’S REPORT DISCLOSING “STEP 1” FROM ITS REPORT
CONTENT PROCESS2

2PTT Global Chemical Company, Integrated
Sustainability Report2018 (2018), p. 40.

Disclaimer: This work has been funded by the
Government of Sweden. Responsibility for
the content lies entirely with the creator. The
Government of Sweden does not necessarily
share the expressed views and interpretations.

